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Photonic and plasmonic quasicrystals, comprising well-designed and regularly-arranged patterns but
lacking spatial translational symmetry, show sharp diffraction patterns resulting from their long-range
order in spatial domain. Here we demonstrate that plasmonic structure, which is macroscopically arranged
with spatial periodicity and microscopically constructed by random metal nanostructures, can also exhibit
the diffraction effect experimentally, despite both of the translational symmetry and long-range order are
broken in spatial domain simultaneously. With strategically pre-formed metal nano-seeds, the tunable
macroscopically periodic (macro-periodic) pattern composed from microscopically random
(micro-random) nanoplate-based silver structures are fabricated chemically through photon driven growth
using simple light source with low photon energy and low optical power density. The geometry of the
micro-structure can be further modified through simple thermal annealing. While the random metal
nanostructures suppress high-order Floquet spectra of the spatial distribution of refractive indices, the
maintained low-order Floquet spectra after the ensemble averaging are responsible for the observed
diffraction effect. A theoretical approach has also been established to describe and understand the
macro-periodic and micro-random structures with different micro-geometries. The easy fabrication and
comprehensive understanding of this metal structure will be beneficial for its application in plasmonics,
photonics and optoelectronics.
P
lasmons are collective oscillations of electrons in matter stimulated by incident light. Manipulating light-
matter interaction in periodic plasmonic nanostructures has received a lot of attention due to its unpre-
cedented ability to harness both far-field interference and near-field coupling of plasmonic waves by
Plasmon-Floqet modes. Intriguing physical effects including Bragg scattering, plasmonic band gap and edge,
Fano resonance, zero-index metamaterials, super-radiance, etc. can be supported in periodic plasmonic nano-
structures1–7. In terms of practical applications, they can be used for optoelectronic devices, surface enhanced
Raman scattering, biosensing, microscopy and spectroscopy8–20. Meanwhile, random (disordered) plasmonic
nanostructures were also explored to efficiently transport and localize light bymanipulating plasmonic scattering
channels. Emerging physical phenomena, such as extremely strong hot spots, Anderson location, and anomalous
transmission enhancement have been reported21–24. Random plasmonic nanostructures have found potential
applications in random laser, sensing, and nonlinear optics25–28.
Recently, structures, lying between periodic and random patterns, have shown new physical effects, governing
the wave transport and interference. Quasi-crystals made from building blocks that are arranged using well-
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of quasi-crystal in mathematical aspect has been systematically
studied29,30. Physically, quasi-crystals show sharp diffraction patterns
that confirm the existence of wave interference resulting from their
long-range order in the spatial domain31–33. For instance, different
types of quasi-crystal structures, such as Fibonacci, Thue-Morse, and
Rudin-Shapiro, have been developed to realize controllable optical
properties for surface enhanced Raman scattering and sensing appli-
cations31,34–39. Moreover, stable lasing modes have been demon-
strated on such kind of quasi-crystal structures32,40–43. Additionally,
contributed from rich spatial frequencies, broadband field enhance-
ment can be achieved by quasi-crystal structures and their perfor-
mances on light management are superior to both periodic and
random structures44–48.
Here, we present amacroscopically periodic (macro-periodic) and
microscopically random (micro-random) plasmonic structure,
which also lies between periodic and random structures. The nano-
plate-based silver structure is realized through a seed-initiated
photochemical growth process using a light source with low photon
energy and a low optical power density of 4.7 mW/cm2. Because the
structure is macroscopically arranged with a spatial periodicity and
microscopically constructed by randomly distributed metal nano-
structures, both translational symmetry and long-range order are
broken. Surprisingly, the diffraction effect can be experimentally
demonstrated in the structure. We also develop a theoretical model
to understand the diffraction effect. It is believed the plasmonic
nanostructures with tunable macro- and micro-geometries would
provide an alternative approach to manipulate light-matter inter-
action for lasing, energy harvesting, and sensing applications.
Results
Macro-periodic andmicro-random patterns fabrication.A simple
scheme was introduced for fabricating the silver nanoplate-based
macro-periodic and micro-random structures as shown in Fig. S1,
which are chemically grown from strategically immobilized nano-
seeds upon light irradiation (detail will be discussed in methods
section). It is important to note that without the nano-seed on
substrate, no silver structure will form even through the sample is
irradiated by a high optical power density of light. While there are
nano-seeds on substrate, light with a very low optical power density
(4.7 mW/cm2) would be able to trigger the growth; and the pattern
can be easily fabricated in large area.
The macro-periodic and micro-random nanostructure show dif-
ferent colors by varying tilted angles as shown in Fig. 1a, which
confirms the macro-periodic characteristics of the sample. As SEM
images of three typical samples illustrated in Figs. 1b–1d, macro-
periodic structures with different periodicities can be obtained by
changing the incident angles of light for fabrication. It can be
observed that the samples are composed of one-dimensional (1D)
periodic pattern and the periodicity increases with the increasing
incident angle. Finally, six samples of different periodicities have
been prepared from six incident angles (30, 35, 40, 43, 45 and 50
degree) of the fabrication light, whose periodicities have been mea-
sured and summarized in Fig. S2 in supplementary information. As
demonstrated, the experimental results have a good agreement with
the calculated curve, which describes a relationship between peri-
odicity of optical interference pattern on the glass substrate and
incident angles. It implies that growth of the silver nanostructure is
driven by a photon-excited chemical process. Meanwhile, it also
indicates that our robust approach can be feasibly programmable
for fabricating variousmacro-periodic nanopatterns. In supplement-
ary information, two dimensional macro-periodic nanopatterns fab-
ricated from similar approach have been demonstrated in Fig. S3.
As the enlarged SEM image shown in the inset of Fig. 1b, the
macro-periodic nanostructure is made from random distributed sil-
ver nanoplates, which have anisotropic geometries. Since no silver
nanostructure grows on the glass substrate when there is no pre-
formed nano-seed, it is believed that the nanoplates are grown from
the seeds under the excitation of 632.8 nm light. X-ray diffraction
(XRD) and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns in
Fig. 2 have proven that, the nanoplates are {111} planes dominated
structures and some {111} stacking fault planes lying parallel to the
bottom and top surfaces. Under the illumination of 632.8 nm light,
having lower photon energy than UV or blue light, the growth would
more easily occur at the high potential energy sites. While the
twinned defects generally have high potential energy and have been
commonly observed in the nano-seeds as the transmission electron
microscope (TEM) image shown in Fig. 2d, the nano-seeds would
grow along the twinned planes and transform into nanoplates49-53. As
the seeds layer on the glass substrate is formed through chemical
bonding approach, their twinned directions on the substrate would
be randomly distributed, which induces the formation of the random
silver nanoplates structures. Despite of the periodic arrangement of
Figure 1 | (a) Photographs showing the diffracted colors of the silver nanoplate-based periodic structure at different tilted angles. Three representative
SEM images of samples fabricated with light source at incident angles of (b) 35 degree, (c) 45 degree, and (d) 50 degree. Inset in (b) shows amagnified area.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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the macropattern, the translational symmetry and long range order
have broken due to random-nanoplates comprised strips. Besides the
tunable periodicity and pattern of the macro-periodic structure, the
micro-random geometry can be further modified through thermal
annealing. As evidenced by the SEM image in Fig. S4, the macro-
periodic and micro-random structure after 150uC annealing in
vacuum is mainly made from silver nanodots, which are attributed
to the shrinkage of silver nanoplates upon heating.
Observing diffraction effect from macro-periodic and micro-
random structure. The macro-periodic and micro-random struc-
ture has been intuitively explained and compared with completely-
random and perfect-periodic structures by spatial-frequency spectra
of SEM images in Figs. 3a, 3c and 3e. Regarding completely-random
structures by silver nanoplates, uniformly distributed spatial
frequencies with comparable amplitudes in the k-space can be
observed in Fig. 3b. Therefore, neither constructive nor destructive
wave interference appears in the completely-random structures. On
the contrary, only several bright spots in the k-space, which is similar
to the reciprocal space concept, exist for the perfectly-periodic strip
grating (See Fig. 3d), where plasmon-Floquet modes coherently
interact with each other. For the k-space image of the macro-
periodic and micro-random structure in Fig. 3f, it is contributed
from a superposition of the k-space image of perfectly-periodic
structure and that of completely-random structure. Consequently,
wave interferences are maintained in the structure.
The experimental optical extinction spectra also strongly suggest
the structure has a hybridized optical property of periodic and ran-
dom structures. As depicted in Figs. 4a and S5, all the samples exhibit
broad extinction spectra covering from visible to NIR under both TE
and TM excitations. That can be attributed to the collective effect of
multiple localized plasmon resonances from the micro-random
nanoplates. On the other hand, distinct resonance peaks (indicated
by red arrows) have been found in all the samples under TM excita-
tion, and these peaks red-shift as the macro-periodicities increase
which can be more clearly indicated by the extinction difference
between TM and TE in Fig. 4b.
Discussion
Theoretical investigation of the diffraction effect. As indicated in
the experimental extinction spectra of Fig. 4, our nanostructures: (1)
maintain the first diffraction order; (2) weaken and broaden high-
order resonance peaks. It would be highly desirable to develop an
effective approach to understand the optical responses of nano-
structures with both translational symmetry and long-range order
breaking. The analysis tools such as fast Fourier transform (FFT)31
and concept of scattering centers54,55 can be utilized to intuitively
understand maintenance of diffraction order and predict diffrac-
tion directions (hotspots in k space). However, the quantitative
description of far-field responses (absorption, scattering, and
extinction spectra, etc.) of the class of macro-periodic and micro-
random nanostructures cannot be achieved by these intuitive
analysis tools. Full-wave solvers can be adopted to obtain localized
near-fields for one sampling of the nanostructure56, but they require a
great number of simulations with repeated random samplings to
capture the ensemble average effects, which is similar to Monte
Carlo method57. Hence, we aim at developing an efficient tool to
quantitatively model the far-field response of the macro-periodic
and micro-random nanostructures through rigorously solving
Maxwell’s equations. As a mode matching method58, rigorous
coupled wave analysis (RCWA) method59–61, could solve Maxwell’s
equations rigorously and efficiently. It has been an indispensable tool
to simulate periodic and multilayer structures in areas of plasmonics
and photonics. Here, a modified RCWA is developed to simulate the
Figure 2 | (a) TheXRDplot of the nanoplate basedmacro-periodic andmicro-random structure. (b) The TEMand (c) SADE images of a silver nanoplate
collected from substrate. (d) TEM image of small silver nanoparticle seeds. The inset TEM image shows stacking faults inside a nano-seed.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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evolution of extinction spectra for the nanostructures simultaneously
preserving properties of periodicity and randomness. To the best of
our knowledge, it is the first time RCWA has been introduced to
simulate such unusual nanostructures.
Firstly, we investigate the perfect silver strip grating. Through
expanding the field components in Fourier series in terms of space
harmonic fields as well as using mode matching condition and
Floquet-Bloch theorem, one can rigorously solve Maxwell’s equa-
tions by determining eigenvalues and eigenmodes in each unit cell.
RCWA method has been briefly described in supplementary
information. From red triangles curve of Fig. S5 (b) obtained by
RCWAmethod, four resonance peaks can be found in the extinction
spectrum of the silver strip grating. Peaks 1 and 2 are the plasmonic
modes excited by high-order Floquet modes. Peaks 3 and 4 are the
first-order diffraction from the interfaces of Ag-air and Ag-glass,
respectively.
Secondly, the RCWA method can be extended to the structure if
we set the periodicity of the macro-periodic andmicro-random grat-
ing to be infinity. However, that would be not computationally useful
and lose physical insights. Alternatively, we adopt the ensemble
averaging concept from random signal analysis62. In the new
RCWA: (1) the macro periodicity (macro translational symmetry)
is maintained; (2) Floquet spectra of spatial distribution of refractive
indices are modified to describe the influence of both translational
symmetry and long-range order breaking microscopically. Through
convoluting a Gaussian fluctuation function and the permittivity
distribution, equivalently damping the high-order Floquet spectra
due to the ensemble averaging effect, we can approximately evaluate
the extinction spectra of the nanostructure. Mathematically, we have
erd xð Þ~
ð
erd tð Þg x{tð Þdt~erd xð Þ  g xð Þ, ð1Þ
where erd is the permittivity distribution of grating ridge materials,








is the Gaussian function with a
zeromean and variance ofs. As indicated by our initial results in Fig.
S6 (blue curve), the first-order diffraction from the interfaces of
silver-air and silver-glass are well resolved, whereas the high-order
diffractionmodes are weakened or broadened.Most importantly, the
extinction peaks are caused by the first-order diffractions rather than
zero-order diffractions from a planar structure. As shown in Fig. S7
(denoted by the red dot curve), by setting all the high-order Floquet
spectra of refractive indices to be zero while only including the zero-
order component, we get a smooth curve without any peaks in the
extinction spectrum. However, after adding the first-order compon-
ent, the perfectly periodic structure exhibits diffraction effect ana-
logous to the structure. Consequently, the surprising diffraction
effect from the structure is originated from the maintained first-
order Floquet spectra of permittivity and the corresponding first-
order Floquet eigenmode, which is fundamentally different from
the reflection effect induced by the zero-order Floquet spectra (eigen-
mode) supported in the planar multilayer structures.
Thirdly, although the extinction obtained by the modified RCWA
resembles the experimental results, it still cannot accurately describe
the optical property of the macro-periodic and micro-random
Figure 3 | SEM images and Fourier transformation spectra of (a) (b)
random, (c) (d) periodic and (e) (f) macro-periodic and micro-random
structures.
Figure 4 | (a) Extinction spectrum of a representative silver macro-
periodic and micro-random structure (P5 612 nm) under two polarized
light: TM (red, electric field perpendicular to the periodic strips) and TE
(black, electric field parallel to the periodic strips) and (b) the extinction
difference (TM-TE) of the structures with different periodicities.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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structure. The peak shape of the simulated extinction spectra is dif-
ferent from the experimental one. Since the structure is composed of
random distributed nanoplates and contains a great amount of air
holes, the strip building block should be treated as a composite
material of silver and air. This is also the reason why a direct usage
ofAg permittivity shows some derivations between theoreticalmodel
and experimental results. Here, the effective medium theory (EMT)















where ed and em are respectively the permittivity of the dielectric
(here is air) and metal (here is silver). Ci is the oscillator strength
which has been valued as C15 C25 C35 1 / 3 for simplicity here. fd
and fm are the corresponding filling fractions of air and silver. L1, L2,
L3 are the depolarization factors, which depend on shapes of the
random materials and satisfying L1 1 L2 1 L3 5 1 (for instance,
spherical nanostructure has L15 L25 L35 1 / 3). eeff is the effective
permittivity of the composite strip material.
After integrating the effective medium theory and Gaussian filter-
ing process into the RCWA, the whole and detailed numerical
procedures are given in Fig. 5. The modified RCWA enables the
extinction spectrum of the structure to be accurately predicted. As
shown in Fig. 6, the theoretical result well matches our experimental
result of the nanoplates comprised macro-periodic structure.
Furthermore, the macro-periodic structure after thermal annealing,
which is mainly composed of nanodots, has been also simulated
using the same model. Compared to nanoplates with a geometrical
asymmetry, nanodots are more isotropic, which shows different
values of L1, L2, and L3 in Eq. (2). As depicted in the blue curve of
Fig. 6, with the modification of depolarization factors for nanodots,
the simulated spectrum is also coincident with the experimental
result of the macro-periodic structure after thermal annealing (red
curve of Fig. 6). Nanoplates comprised structures have broader spec-
tral response in comparison with nanodots comprised structures.
Consequently, besides varying the periodicity length for controlling
the diffraction effect, the optical property of the structure can be
further tuned by modifying the geometrical symmetry of
nanoparticles.
In conclusion, we have proposed and demonstrated the fabrica-
tion of macro-periodic and micro-random silver nanoplate struc-
tures with the pre-formed silver nano-seeds and photon driven
growth using the light of low photon energy and a low optical power
density. The structures offer the features of both random and peri-
odic structures, which have been confirmed by the extinction spectra
and Fourier transform of the SEM image of nanopattern. Induced by
the random distributed silver nanostructures, both translational
symmetry and long-range order are simultaneously broken in the
spatial domain, which have not been investigated in previous litera-
tures. A broadband optical response together with an interesting
diffraction effect is supported in the structures. The experimentally
observed optical responses can be well predicted by our newly-
developed RCWA. Consequently, the macro-periodic and micro-
random plasmonic structure, providing the freedom of controllable
macro-patterns andmicro-geometries, could be an excellent candid-
ate to manipulate light-matter interaction for various plasmonic,
photonic and optoelectronic applications.
Methods
The growth of silver nanoplate-based macro-periodic and micro-random structure
was realized through two stages. The first stage was to prepare metal nano-seeds on
substrate. Here, a monolayer of solution prepared silver nanoparticles with diameter
smaller than 10 nmwere immobilized on the glass substrate using the strong bonding
between silver atom and NH2- groups of 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (3-
APTMS) which were pre-functionalized on the substrate. In the second stage, the
treated glass substrate was fixed on a glass prismwith themetal nano-seeds layer faced
the reaction solution filling between the treated substrate and glass cover slide
separated confirmed by a PDMS spacer as shown in Fig. S1. The reaction solution was
a mixture of silver nitrate (0.4 mM) and sodium citrate (2.5 mM) aqueous solution.
Matching oil was added between the glass prism and glass substrate, and a rotation
stage was used to adjust the incident angle of the expanded 632.8 nm laser beam.
After light exposure, 1D periodic nanostructure with periodic strips parallel to the
right-angled rim of the glass prism will gradually form on glass substrate. Thermal
annealing of the sample was carried out in a MILA-3000 furnace (ULVAC-RIKO),
and the chamber was kept in vacuum during the process.
Figure 5 | The permittivity evolution of macro-periodic and micro-random structure in frequency and Fourier domains after combining the effective
medium theory (EMT) with the Gaussian fluctuation from perfect strip grating.
Figure 6 | Experiment (exp.) and simulation (sim.) extinction spectra
silver nanoplate and nanodot based macro-periodic structure. The black
and red curves are the experimental results results of periodicity 610 nm
before and after annealing respectively. The green and blue square curves
are the simulated extinction spectra (s5 0.15; fd5 0.6; and L15 L25 0.2,
L35 0.6 for silver nanoplate, L15 L25 L35 1 / 3 for silver nanodots). The
periodicity, width and height of silver strips in simulation are 610 nm,
400 nm and 50 nm, respectively.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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The sample morphology and crystallization structure were investigated by using
LEO 1530 FEG scanning electron microscopes and FEI Tecnai G2 20 S-TWIN
scanning transmission electron microscope, respectively. The crystallization phases
were investigated by a Siemens D5005 X-ray diffraction system (CuKa radiation,
l 5 1.54056 A˚). The optical extinction spectra were obtained from a home built
goniometer.
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